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Abstract
Dark matter may interact with Standard Model (SM) particle through the ex-
change of a massive spin-2 graviton producing signals that can be detected. In
this work we examine the γ-ray emission signals, including the line emission
and the continuous spectrum component in such a massive graviton-mediated
dark matter model. The constraints of LHC data, dark matter relic density as
well as the dark matter indirect detection data have been applied to narrow
down the parameter space. We focus on the vector dark matter model which
could produce detectable γ-ray line signal. It is found that the γ-ray line data is
effective on constraining the model parameters and the ongoing and upcoming
space or ground-based γ-ray experiments can constrain the model further. As
for the continuous γ-ray emission, the total effective annihilation cross section
is ∼ 10−26cm3 s−1 except at the region where dark matter mass is around the
graviton mass or half of it, which is consistent with current observational data
and will be reliably probed by the upcoming CTA.
1. Introduction
Dark Matter (DM) consists of 26 percent of the total energy and 84 percent
of the total mass of the current universe in ΛCDM cosmology [1]. So far the
evidences of DM are mainly from astronomical scale phenomena, such as rota-
tion curve of galaxies [2], cosmic microwave background (CMB)[3], gravitational
lensing[4] and so on [5, 6]. Several types of experiments are designed to detect
the dark matter particles (i.e., the so-called direct, indirect and collider detec-
tion). The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is searching the dark matter particles
events with different final states produced in hadron collisions [7, 8, 9, 10]. In-
direct detections are searching the final particles of dark matter annihilation or
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decays in the cosmic ray data and the on-orbit experiments include for exam-
ple Fermi-LAT [11, 12, 13], AMS-02[14, 15, 16], Dark Matter Particle Explorer
(DAMPE [17]) and CALorimeteric Electron Telescope (CALET [18]). If dark
matter could collide with nuclei, the recoiled nucleus can be detected directly.
Such experiments are usually done in underground laboratory to avoid the inter-
ference of cosmic rays, such as LUX [19], Xenon [20], CDEX [21] and PandaX-II
[22].
The dark matter particles are considered to be some unknown particles and
their interaction can not be described by the Standard Model(SM). Various dark
matter particle candidates have been studied, such as, the weakly interacting
massive particles (WIMPs) [23, 24, 25], axion [26, 27, 28], Kaluza-Klein (KK)
particle [29, 30, 31] and so on. In this work we study a simple model where
the dark matter particles interact with the transverse components of SM gauge
bosons through a massive graviton mediator. A massive graviton can present
in different models, for example, the lightest one of KK gravitons [32, 33, 34] in
the Randall-Sundrum (RS) model [35, 36] or Arkani-Hamed-Dimopoulos-Dvali
(ADD) model [37] and the ghost-free massive graviton in de RhamGabadadze-
Tolley (dRGT) model [38, 39, 40, 41]. Such a kind of model was used in [34] to
interpret the 750 GeV diphoton excess suggested in 2015. Though the dipho-
ton exceess is most-likely due to the statistical fluctuation [42, 43], the massive
graviton mediated dark matter model is still attractive and should be further
explored. In this work we try to constrain the parameter space of such a model
and the mediator mass is set to be free.
Lee et al. [44] studied the astrophysical bounds on the KK graviton mediated
dark matter where the effect of the whole KK tower is considered. These authors
constrained the 2-dimension parameter space (i.e, other parameters are fixed)
using bounds for monochromatic photons, continuous γ-ray and γ-ray boxes
from Fermi-LAT and HESS. The LHC has made a great efforts to search new
resonances in different channels (W+W−,ZZ,e+e−, and so on). Though no
significant resonance has been identified, the corresponding upper limits can
be used to tightly constrain the model parameters. In the meantime, Fermi-
LAT has collected more data and reported stronger bounds on dark matter
induced γ-ray signal. The main purpose of this work is to explore the parameter
space allowed by the thermal relic density, current data γ-ray (including the line
emission and the continuous spectrum component) and LHC data (resonance
in different channels and monojet) in effective massive graviton mediated dark
matter model. The vector dark matter model which could produce detectable
γ-ray line signal, widely believed to be the smoking-gun signature of dark matter
annihilation or decay, is focused. The detection prospect of the dark matter-
induced signals by the future experiments is also discussed.
This work is organized as follows: In Section II we briefly introduce the
effective massive graviton mediated dark matter model, then we constrain the
model parameters with the observational data and discuss the detection prospect
of some ongoing and upcoming experiments. Our results are summarized in
Section 3.
2
2. Model and constraints
2.1. Model
In this work we study a simple model where the dark matter particles interact
with SM gauge bosons through a massive graviton mediator. The effective
interaction between the massive graviton Gµν and other particle is given by
Lint = − c
Λ
GµνTµν , (1)
where cΛ is the full coupling constant, Λ denotes the coupling scale which is
set as 3 TeV in this work, c is a dimensionless coupling constant and Tµν is
the energy-momentum tensor of the particle. It should be pointed out that we
just discuss a phenomenal effective model here. Note that for spin 0 (1/2) dark
matter, the dark matter annihilating into a pair of photons channel is d-wave
(p-wave) suppressed, giving rise to a weak γ-ray line signal. While for spin-1
dark matter, the channel is s-wave and the generated γ-ray line signal might
be detectable. In this work we focus on the vector dark matter model. The
energy-momentum tensor of vector dark matter is
TVµν =
[
1
4
gµνX
λρXλρ −XµλXλν +m2X
(
XµX
ν − 1
2
gµνX
λXλ
)]
, (2)
where Xµν = ∂µXν − ∂νXµ and Xµ is the field of the vector dark matter, mX
is the rest mass of the vector dark matter.
In the case of that the graviton mainly interact with the transverse com-
ponents of the gauge bosons which proposed in Ref.[34], the coupling with SM
particle can be expressed as
LG−SM = − 1
Λ
Gµν
(
3∑
a=1
ca(
1
4
gµνF
λρ
a Fλρ,a − Fµλ,aFλν,a)
)
= − 1
Λ
Gµν
[
cγγ
(
1
4
gµνA
λρAλρ −AµλAλν
)
+cZγ
(
1
4
gµνZ
λρAλρ − ZµλAλν
)
+ cZZ
(
1
4
gµνZ
λρZλρ − ZµλZλν
)
+2c2
(
1
4
gµνW
λρWλρ −WµλWλν
)
+c3
(
1
4
gµνG
λρGλρ −GµλGλν
)]
, (3)
where a = (1, 2, 3) denote the (U(1),SU(2),SU(3)) gauge fields in SM respec-
tively, Fλρ,a is the field strength tensor of gauge field, and the relations between
the dimensionless coupling constants are
cγγ = c1 cos
2 θW + c2 sin
2 θW ,
cZγ = (c2 − c1) sin (2θW ) ,
cZZ = c1 sin
2 θW + c2 cos
2 θW ,
3
where θW is the Weinberg angle. In this work, for simplicity we set c2 = c1 and
then have cγγ = cZZ = c1 and cZγ = 0 (i.e., the channel of G→ Zγ is absent).
2.2. Data
No significant resonance is found in different channels by ATLAS and CMS,
such as W+W−,ZZ and so on. Here we use the upper limits on cross sections
in W+W−,ZZ, dijet and diphoton channels [45, 46, 47, 43] for spin-2 resonance
with different masses to constrain the parameter space. Here we use FeynRules
[48] and Madgraph [49] to calculate these cross sections.
The final states with a monojet and large missing transverse momentum in pp
collisions are usually used to search dark matter signal. Here we use Madgraph
[49] to simulate this process and choose the same cuts as that adopted in Ref.[50]
and we use the signal region SR7 to get the constraints.
We also consider the constraints from the dark matter relic density and
indirect detection results. The dark matter relic density from the Planck Col-
laboration is ΩDMh
2 = 0.1186± 0.0020. Here we use a loose constraint, 0.09 <
ΩDMh
2 < 0.13 (calculated with micrOMEGAs [51]). In this model, dark matter
particles can annihilate into two photons with massive graviton as the mediator,
which yields the γ-ray line that is expected to be the smoking gun signal of the
dark matter (see [52] and the references therein). Hence we can constrain the
parameter space with the upper limits set by the γ-ray line search of Fermi-
LAT [13] and HESS. [53]. Moreover, the yielded continuous γ-ray emission is
examined.
2.3. Results
In our survey the free parameters are allowed to vary in larger range, i.e.,
−2 < log10(c1) < 1,
−2 < log10(c3) < 1,
−2 < log10(cX) < 1,
600 < mG/GeV < 3000,
2 < log10(mX/GeV) < 4,
where cX is the dimensionless coupling constant between vector dark matter and
massive graviton, mG is the mass of the vector dark matter. It should be pointed
out that the results depend on the full coupling constant c/Λ and in this work
the coupling scale Λ is set as 3 TeV. The range of mG is 600GeV ∼ 3000GeV
because in this range there are constraints on all the channels considered here.
As there are no clearly signals on a spin-2 resonance, the coupling parameters
can be very small or zero and then we set the lower bound of the coupling
parameters as 0.01. The constraints are applied in the following order: LHC
upper limits, DM relic density, γ-ray line and LHC monojet search. Using this
method, we finally get the sensitive range for each observations.
Fig.1 and Fig.2 show the survived parameters of each observation. It is
straightforward to see that the relic density imposes a very tight constraint
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Figure 1: The constraints on the parameters of the vector dark matter model. The green points
represent the allowed parameters permitted by the LHC data without monojet constraints.
The red (blue, black) points represent the parameter regions passing the further constraints
from the DM relic density data (DM relic density data + γ-ray line data, DM relic density
data + γ-ray line data + monojet plus missing energy data), respectively.
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Figure 2: The constraints on the parameters of the vector dark matter model. The points are
the same as described in Fig.1.
on the parameters and just a small fraction of the points passing the LHC
constraints (green points) is still allowed. Then the γ-ray line and LHC missing
energy constraints are applied, and the black points are the parameters satisfied
by all constraints. Points with large c1 and c3 have large annihilation cross
section for channel XX → γγ, and larger cross section 〈σv〉γγ have been rejected
by the Fermi-LAT and HESS line-search data (please see the red points in the
upper right panel of Fig.3). It is clear that the parameter space of mX and
mG divided into two parts. For the part where mX is smaller than mG/2, the
massive graviton can decay to dark matter particles, and the dark matter decay
ratios of the graviton are large for most of the black points.
In Fig.3 we show the allowed regions as a function of the cross section of
the annihilation channel XX → γγ (i.e., 〈σv〉γγ) and the mass of vector dark
matter( massive graviton). The constraints from Fermi-LAT [13] and HESS [53]
are applied. The expected lines search sensitivity of the Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA)[54], the next generation ground-based very high energy γ-ray in-
strument that is under construction [55], and the High Energy cosmic-Radiation
Detection(HERD)[56, 57] proposed onboard China’s space station are also plot-
ted. It is clear from the figure that the constraints from Fermi-LAT and HESS
are powerful constraints and reject a large region. And the CTA and HERD are
expected to probe some regions (i.e., the black points above the red or yellow
line).
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Figure 3: Left: the scatter plots of the dark matter mass mX vs < σv >γγ the annihilation
cross section of channel XX → γγ; Right: the graviton mass mG(right ) vs < σv >γγ . The
black and blue lines are the upper limits of γ-ray line set by the Fermi-LAT [13] and HESS
[53] data, respectively. The red (yellow) line is the expected line-search sensitivity of the CTA
[54] (HERD [57]).
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of the dark matter mass mX(left) and the graviton mass mG(right)
vs the effective cross section for continuous γ-ray emission. The black line is the limit of the
annihilation cross section for pure bb¯ channel from Fermi-LAT [12] for Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) dark matter profile [58]. The blue line is the limits of the annihilation cross sections
for pure bb¯ channel from HESS [59] for Einasto dark matter profile [60]. The red line (dash
line) is the expected sensitivity of the CTA [61] for NFW(Einasto) profile.
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Besides the γ-ray line, the continuous γ-ray would be produced if dark matter
particles annihilates to gg, ZZ, W+W− and GG. Following [62], we calculate
the effective total cross section in order to compare with observations, i.e.,
〈σv〉eff = 〈σv〉ZZ + 〈σv〉W+W− + 〈σv〉gg + 2 〈σv〉GG . (4)
Considering the similarity of initial γ-ray spectra produced by the gg, bb¯ and
light quark final states, the corresponding upper limits of these final state are
also similar with each other. Thus the effective total cross section can be com-
pared with upper limitations for pure channel roughly. Fig.4 shows the effective
total cross section comparing with the upper limits of dark matter annihilation
cross sections for pure bb¯ channel from Fermi-LAT [12] and HESS [59]. The
expected line search sensitivity of CTA is also plotted. For mX > 1500 GeV
region where the corresponding mG is smaller than 1500 GeV(Fig.2), the dark
matter particles can annihilate into two gravitons which makes the effective
cross sections slightly larger. For dark matter mass larger than 1500 GeV, the
dark matter particles mainly annihilate to gravitons, and the effective cross sec-
tion approximately equals to 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1. In two regions the effective
cross section can vary in a large scale. The first region is near the resonance
of DM s-channel annihilation to SM particles where mX = mG/2. And the
second region is near the threshold of t-channel annihilation to massive gravi-
ton pair where the t-channel annihilation, dominating in the calculation of DM
relic density, contributes little to the effective cross section. Therefore for re-
gion with 200 GeV < mX < 1500 GeV which have points with mX ≈ mG/2
(the resonance region) or mX ≈ mG (the threshold of t-channel annihilation to
massive graviton pair), the effective cross section varies in a large scale. Due to
their limited sensitivities, current γ-ray experiments such as Fermi and HESS
can not effectively probe the allowed parameter space, yet. But the situation
will change soon since the next generation experiment CTA would effectively
constrain the region mX > 1500 GeV. The effective cross sections change little
for different values of mG (right part of Fig.4).
2.4. The 750 GeV diphoton excess
In this work, we set the massive graviton mass to be free. If the massive
graviton has been detected, the mass is fixed (for example, in the graviton
interpretation of the diphoton excess, the mass should be 750 GeV). The 750
GeV diphoton excess was reported by CMS and ATLAS in the first results of
LHC run-2 in 2015 [63, 64] and was considered as a indication a new particle.
While with more data collected by LHC, no 750 GeV diphoton excess was
found by CMS for both spin-0 and spin-2 resonances. ATLAS reported the
null observation of spin-0 resonance (for spin-2 resonance the data has not been
published, yet). In view of these facts here we briefly discuss the possible γ-ray
signal for spin-2 massive graviton resonance with for example mG = 750GeV.
In Fig.5 we show the allowed regions of the cross section of the annihilation
channel XX → γγ (the left panel) and the effective cross section for continuous
γ-ray emission (the right panel). The constraints from Fermi-LAT and HESS
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Figure 5: Scatter plot of the dark matter mass mX vs < σv >γγ(left) and the effective cross
section for continuous γ-ray emission (right) with the graviton mass fixed as 750 GeV.
are applied. The expected sensitivity of the CTA is also presented. The annihi-
lation cross sections 〈σv〉γγ (black points) vary from a pretty small number to a
reasonable large value of 10−27 cm3 s−1. CTA is expected to probe some regions
(i.e., the black points that are near the resonance). However, for mX > 400 GeV
the annihilation cross sections are still too small to be reliably tested. It is clear
from the right of Fig.5 that effective total cross sections vary in a large scale
at the region where mX ≈ mG/2 (the resonance region) or mX ≈ mG (the
threshold of t-channel annihilation to massive graviton pair). And this region
can not be probed well by the next generation experiment CTA.
3. Summary
In this work we studied the γ-ray signal in the massive graviton medi-
ated dark matter model where the dark matter interact with SM gauge bosons
through the exchange of massive graviton. We randomly generated the model
parameters and constrain them using LHC data, thermal relic density, γ-ray line
data (upper limits) and continuous γ-ray data (upper limits) from Fermi-LAT
and HESS. For our purpose we focused on vector dark matter for which the
annihilation cross section of χχ→ γγ is not suppressed, which is important for
dark matter indirect detection since no other known physical processes can yield
lines in GeV-TeV energy range and hence the successful detection will be taken
as the discovery of dark matter particles. Indeed, one of the leading scientific
objectives of the space telescopes with high energy resolution (such as DAMPE,
CALET and HERD), and the ground-based CTA is to catch or impose strin-
gent constraint on such a signal. The main results of this work are the allowed
parameter regions(shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2) that pass all current constraints.
We found that the γ-ray line data played an important role in narrowing down
the model parameter space. The viable velocity-averaged cross section of anni-
hilation into γ-ray line can be (partly) probed by the upcoming ground-based
CTA and proposed space telescope HERD. For the continuous γ-ray emission,
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the total effective annihilation cross sections vary in a large scale for the re-
gions with mX ≈ mG/2 (the resonance region) or mX ≈ mG (the threshold of
t-channel annihilation to massive graviton pair). For other regions, the total
effective annihilation cross sections are ∼ 10−26cm3 s−1, such cross sections are
consistent with current observational data and will be reliably probed by the
upcoming CTA and HERD. The future results of those experiments will help to
study this massive graviton mediated dark matter model.
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